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IMEC (Illinois Manufacturing Excellence Center)

• Improvement specialists and technicians

• Providing tools and resources to improve global competitiveness

• Focused on helping you plan for success, grow your business, improve operations, 
focus on people, and make decisions with data

• Assists over 1600 companies each year

• 19:1 Return on Investment

• The official representative of the MEP national network in Illinois



Common 
Problems 

• Lack of general accounting background

• Not understanding common terminology

• Incorrect structural set up of general ledger (agnostic of software)

• Incorrect use of process flows leading to a costly clean up efforts

• Inability to use the existing accounting data to make decisions

• Inability to leverage processes to make back office more efficient



• Income statement/balance sheet/cash flow statement

• Tips to improve cash flow

• Using leverage to scale your business

• What is a tech stack and how to use it

• When to hire a professional

Agenda Topics



Where do we start?

Sessions

1. Accounting Concepts

2. Concepts in Action

3. Quickbooks 101

4. Quickbooks 201



FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS



I will:

1. Discuss how the data flows into financial statements

2. Discuss the information you can get from the financials

3. Review a real world example

Introduction 

The Concepts that we discussed in the last session roll up into reporting 
used to tell bankers about creditworthiness, provide owners the ability to 
improve the business, and provide regulatory bodies information.



Financial Statements 

There are three financial statements:

1. Income Statement (also known as the Profit & Loss or Statement of Operations)

2. Balance Sheet

3. Cash Flow Statement



What do the financial statements tell us?

1. Health of the business

2. Did we make any money?

3. Assets & Liabilities





Income Statement



Income Statement

1. Revenue It signifies the turnover or the net sales during an accounting period. 
Revenue includes earnings from the primary activity of the organization, non-
operating revenue and gains on the long-term business assets’ sales. 

2. Cost of Goods Sold It signifies the cost of services and products. 
3. Gross Profit Also called as gross margin or gross income, it represents the net 

revenue minus the sales cost. 
4. Operating Expenses These are the selling, General and Administrative Expenses 

that are linked to running a business for a certain period of time. The operating 
expenses comprise utilities, payroll, rental expenditure and more needed to run 
the business efficiently. This may also include non-cash expenditure, like 
depreciation.

5. Operating Income This one is referred to as the Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, 
depreciation and authorization. To calculate the operating income, operating 
expenses are deducted from the gross profit. 

6. Other Income and Expense It refers to activities outside the main business      
(e.g. gains resulting from a fixed asset sale)

7. Net Profit It is referred to as the total earned amount after subtracting the 
expenditure.. 





Balance Sheet









Cash Flow Statement

Most people focus on the Income Statement to look at PROFIT

There is nothing wrong with this…

But profit, isn’t CASH FLOW

Profit is an accounting measure

It doesn’t tell you how much MONEY actually came into the business



Sounds confusing?  Let’s look at an example Cash Flow Statement:

In 2021 Google’s profit was: $76 billion



You might think that if Google’s profit was $76 billion... The cash in Google's bank account 

would also increase by $76 billion?

If you look at Google’s bank account,

From 2020 to 2021, CASH actually went DOWN ⬇️

From $26.4 billion to $20.9 billion

This is a reduction of $5.5 billion



The cash flow statement answers three questions:

1. How was PROFIT converted into CASH?

2. How was the cash was used?

3. How did you get the cash balance in your bank account?



The cash flow statement has three sections:

1. Cash flow from Operating Activities

2. Cash flow from Investing Activities

3. Cash flow from Financing Activities



In the case of Google, The Cash Flow Statement starts with $76 billion in profit and ends with a 

decrease of $5.5 billion in cash



In essence, the Cash Flow Statement is saying:

In 2021:

Google Made a PROFIT of $76 billion, but lost $5.5 billion of Cash

Let’s dig into why this happened:



Cash flow from Operating Activities

Tells you:

• How profit was converted into cash

• How much cash the business made

In the case of Google,

The company made $76 billion of profit in 2021

But it actually collected COLD HARD cash of $91.6 billion during the year

Cash collected at Google was HIGHER than Profit!



Cash flow from Investing Activities

Tells you:

• What assets did the company buy?

• Did the company do any M&A?

The company spent $35.5 billion buying:

• Property and equipment

• Marketable securities (bonds and stocks)

• Making acquisitions (M&A)



Cash flow from Financing Activities

Tells you:

• Did the company raise money from investors?

• Did the company get a loan?

In the case of Google

The company spent $61.3 billion on:

• Buying back stock

• Paying back debt

• Issuing stock rewards



So, the final tally is:

• Cash Flow from Operating Activities: $91.6 billion

• Cash Flow from Investing Activities: ($35.5) billion

• Cash Flow from Financing Activities: ($61.3) billion

The sum makes up the decrease in cash of ($5.5) billion

(minor diff. due to f/x)



So what does this mean?

It means Google generates INSANE amounts of cash to the tune of $91 billion per year

However, the company also SPENDS all of this cash

It is spent on FINANCING and INVESTING activities until it’s in a negative position 

Is this a bad thing?

If Google is investing in new equipment, that’s probably a good long-term decision for the company

If Google is buying back stock, that rewards its shareholders



You’re probably asking yourself….

But if Google made $91 billion in cash, shouldn’t it keep some of itself?

Google can actually afford to go into a negative cash position because its balance sheet is 

actually FLUSH with CASH

At the end of 2021, Google had $20.9 billion of cash

Google also had $118.8 billion of marketable securities (stocks and bonds) that can be sold 

and converted to cash.



So Google’s total cash + marketable securities otherwise called “cash equivalents” 

balance was $139.6 billion



Hopefully, now it’s starting to make sense why the company doesn’t need to keep its 

cash and it can spend it all...

The company already has so much CASH on hand!

Adding another $91 billion is not necessary

The executives at Google chose to spend the cash on investments and give it back to 

shareholders instead of adding more cash to the company's bank account



Summary

• Income Statement Profit is an accounting measure that tells how much 

money was made during a period of time

• Balance Sheet measures everything the business owns at a specific point 

in time

• Profit doesn’t tell you how much CASH was made so we need to uncover 

the mismatch between profit and Cash Flow

• The Cash Flow Statement explains How PROFIT was converted into CASH





Cash Flow Cycle





If not keeping up, the outsource or using an integrated service provider

Less billing and more down payments

Project billing at end of month or at major milestones

Set up electronic bill pay thru bank or fintech or preauthorized debits

Flexibl Loan – Also a variety of flexible loan options through a new CPA 
Portal within as little as 72 hours from initial request for funds

Cash Flow Improvement



What is Leverage?

Using Debt to 
Buy Assets



Why Do Investors Use Leverage?





What Happens When Buying a Home 























Leverage Scenario









Stocks

Bonds

Private Equity

Crypto

Leverage Used to Juice Returns In:



A tech stack is a set of technologies used to efficiently 
accomplish business tasks. The idea is derived from the 
app development world.  It consists of two elements: 
the front end and the back end.

The front end is the client-side technology and 
processes. It’s how users interact.  The back end consists 
of a variety of tools, processes and apps to achieve 
business goals.

What is a Tech Stack?



APEX US Financial Tech Stack For Supporting Clients



APEX Tech Stack – Drill into bill.com Integration

With Preferred Pricing Break Even 
Point is equivalent to processing just 

4 transactions per month



APEX Tech Stack – Drill into bill.com Integration



APEX Tech Stack – Drill into bill.com Integration

Integration of 
Technology and 
Processes allows 

Outsourcing



APEX Tech Stack – Drill into bill.com Integration

Invoice and Approve 
Payments
On the Go!



APEX Tech Stack – Drill into bill.com Integration

Protection from 
Fraud



• Preferred Pricing Offered

• AI Powered to eliminate time per transaction (ie. Monitor for mistakes, reviews for duplicates)

• Complete End to End Workflow including approval process

• System will make suggestions like setting up recurring payments for approval and payment

• Offers flexible payment options for vendors (ACH, International Payments, Check, Virtual Card)

• Syncs with General Ledger

APEX Tech Stack – Benefits of bill.com Integration



When is the right time to hire a professional?
Bill Pay is an 

option at all levels



Grant Seshul CPA

grantseshul@apexusfinancial.com

309.472.6683

Or Schedule a meeting at APEXUSFINANCIAL.COM

Questions?


